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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This report investigates how various international stakeholders (national governments, 
development organizations, companies, NGO’s and multi-stakeholder consortia) have 
approached Smart City (SC) opportunities in India. The research considers different elements 
of India’s current urbanization drive, by examining the industrial and economic corridors, the 
100 Smart Cities Mission (SCM) and sustainable urban development in India in general. 
 
The investigation is structured to progress from a broad-scoped analysis of different countries’ 
adopted approaches, to the role of large international organizations, including the World Bank 
and the EU, and onto individual technology providers and other private actors in the SC market. 
Following this, qualitative, in-depth interviews have been sought with the identified stakeholders 
to ensure richness of the investigation. 
 
The report has found that there are 6 main international approaches to the SC market in India: 
1) government engagement 2) knowledge exchange and consultation 3) investment and financing 
4) technology and corporate partnerships 5) integrated approach and consortia and 6) local 
presence. 
 
Furthermore, the initial research revealed international interest in the sector that goes well 
beyond just the 100 SCM. For this reason, the scope was broadened at an early phase to include 
e.g. the industrial corridors as a focus area. Finally, the report concludes that international 
approaches to Smart City opportunities in India are driven by direct commercial interest – 
largely ignoring a (challenging) market for multi-stakeholder projects, such as citizen engagement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Government of India (GoI) has earmarked approximately USD $143 million (roughly DKK 
100 billion) (for a five-year period commencing 2015) for its 100 Smart Cities Mission (SCM) to 
develop and strengthen the resilience and livability of Indian cities. The rise of ‘megacities’ in 
India, which are estimated to generate about 80% of all economic growth, has created a need 
for securing sustainable urban growth and intelligent interconnectivity between cities. In the 
future, cities are built not along riverbanks or even modern highways – they are built ‘based on 
the availability of optical fiber networks and next-generation infrastructure’.i Thus, the GoI is planning 
around the concept of creating ‘industrial corridors’ (IC) between these massively urbanized 
areas, such as the Bangalore-Chennai industrial corridor or the Bangalore-Mumbai Economic 
Corridor (or Bengaluru-Mumbai, according to Make in India).  
 
The number one initiative for economic development in India is the Make in India project. This 
aims to attract foreign stakeholders and have them produce locally and sell to the Indian market. 
The industrial corridors will be developed through these efforts to boost manufacturing and 
services in India, and the 100 SCM may be considered a flagship project to attract foreign 
investment to the country as part of the ‘make in India’ ambition. 
 
Mapping prospective cities for development in the process of establishing the ICs helped create 
the Smart Cities program, which is now drawing worldwide attention and attracting foreign 
businesses. The GoI, through its Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD), is developing the 100 
Smart Cities program and collaborate with foreign governments and other international actors, 
tendering a wealth of projects for domestic and international bidding.ii 
 
 

 
The Industrial Corridors: Delhi-Mumbai Industrial Corridor (DMIC), Amritsar-Kolkata Industrial Corridor (AKIC, not depicted), 
Bengaluru-Mumbai Economic Corridor (BMEC), Chennai-Bengaluru Industrial Corridor (CBIC) and Visakhapatnam-Chennai 

Industrial Corridor (VCIC) - (Make in India) 
 
 
India is looking for international participation for its Smart Cities Mission, in part because the 
allocated USD $143 million from the Central and State governments is by far insufficient to 
finance the enormous scale of the SCM. To make up for this budgetary shortfall, public-private 
partnerships (PPPs), concession agreements, municipal debt raising and increased savings from 
efficiency are some means to be considered. As mentioned above in relation to the industrial 
corridors, the Smart Cities Mission should not be viewed in isolation. Cities selected for Smart 
City (SC) development can seek funding from pan-Indian initiatives such as the Atal Mission for 
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Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation, or AMRUT in short (focused on physical, built 
infrastructure), the Swach Bharat (focused on cleantech) and the Digital India (focused on 
connectivity) to supplement their SC development.iii  
More than just seeking international funding, the GoI is hoping to draw in international expertise 
to engage in technology transfers and sharing best-practices. 
 
This report thus maps the international responses to the 100 Smart Cities program with the aim 
to understand how countries other than Denmark, companies and consortia of both public and 
private actors seek to address the SC opportunities in the Indian market. By focusing on the 
industrial corridors, the selected Smart Cities or specific industries and SC technologies as drivers for 
investment and collaboration, the analysis will identify the relevant approaches and map key 
stakeholders involved.  
 
 
 

1.1 METHODOLOGY & REPORT STRUCTURE 
 
The investigation is performed through three levels of analysis. Mapping the international 
approaches to India’s Smart City opportunity is done from 1) a country perspective, 2) an 
institutional perspective including financial institutions, such as the World Bank (WB), the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB), central banks as well as non-governmental organizations and 3) a 
company & technology perspective, where resource- and knowledge heavy companies may 
engage in a project based on a common technological interest.  
 
In accordance with the proposal to map international approaches, this initial research forms the 
basis for identifying the key international stakeholders involved in collaborations in the Indian 
SC program. A select handful of these are interviewed to provide further in-depth understanding 
of their experiences with engaging the Indian market and to uncover best-case practices for 
collaboration with the Indian SC market. This first-hand, qualitative research, serving as analytical 
triangulation, will ensure that an exhaustive investigation can be performed when combining 
several data sourcing methods.  
 
Thus, the investigation progresses naturally from a broad research approach, narrowing into a 
targeted effort to add depth and perspective. The process in full is illustrated in figure 1.1 below. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 – Report methodology 
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2. APPROACHES – BY COUNTRY 
 
 
This section presents various international approaches to the 100 SC Mission in India from a 
country-by-country perspective. This broad approach is helpful in identifying the key 
stakeholders involved, what their geographical and sectorial focus areas are and how much is 
being invested. In the following, countries proactively addressing the Indian SC market are 
presented in alphabetical order. 
 
 
 
CHINA 
 
China’s focus in India lies in technology, ICT, infrastructure and transportation, waste 
management and e-governance. The Chinese administration has approached the Indian SC 
market by signing a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the Indian State Gujarat 
and the public Chinese telecom firm ZTE’s software subsidiary, ZTEsoft. Under terms of the 
agreement, the two sides will collaborate on the development of smart cities projects, initially 
targeting locations to launch trials – or pilot projects. 
 
 

 
State of Gujarat (Make in India) 

 
 
The Chinese administration intends to invest up to USD $100bn in India in the next five years 
on fast trains and smart cities. ZTEsoft has announced plans to invest around USD $78m in 
attendant projects in India between 2015 and 2020.iv Shenzhen City, under the Chinese 
government, has invested USD $200m in ZTEsoft for its engagement in India.v  
 
Furthermore, China’s Huawei Technologies wants to play an important role in helping India build 
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructure for the development of smart 
cities. These includes wireless systems and computing platforms of the smart cities. Huawei 
acknowledges the unique features of each Indian city or state, and will approach these 
accordingly with its technology.vi 
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FRANCE 
 
France is focused on opportunities in India within general urban development, the green 
economy, infrastructure, transportation, clean energy and the financial sector. The French 
administration has engaged the Indian market by bringing together French private companies and 
state-owned enterprises (SOE) in India. The Regional Economic Department of the Embassy of 
France took the initiative to sign this company-to-company MoU between the Indian SOE 
Engineering Projects India Ltd. (EPI) and nine French companies, including Alstom Transport, 
CAN, Dassault, EDF Energies Nouvelles, Egis, Lumiplan and Schneider Electric.vii 
 
Additionally, the French Development Agency has signed Memoranda of Understanding with the 
three Indian cities of Chandigarh, Nagpur and Puducherry to develop these as smart cities. New 
projects under Indo-French collaboration also include integrated railway solutions (with EPI), 
aerospace and defense.viii 
 
 

 
Cities of Chandigarh, Nagpur and Puducherry (Make in India) 

 
 
The French administration has declared a line of credit of USD $2.25bn to support French firms 
in the Indian market for SC solutions.ix As an example of SC financing, the development of the 
city of Chandigarh is set at a cost of 5,979 INR Crore (about USD $92m), 77% of which will 
come from public-private funding. In comparison, just 8% of the funding comes from the Smart 
Cities Mission’s central share budget. Area-based development (ABD) projects, which are 
focused on a specific area in a city and typically undertaken as a pilot project, account for 96% 
of Chandigarh’s SC development, in contrast to Pan-City solutions, which are implemented city-
wide.x 
 
 
 
 
FRANCE – THE AFD IN INDIA 
 
Furthermore, an in-depth interview with the aforementioned French Development Agency, 
located in New Delhi, has added additional insights into France’s approach to India’s SC market. 
The French Development Agency (Agence Française de Développement – AFD) has been active 
in India since 2008, when it began financing metro projects, beginning with the Bangalore metro 
and counting 19 projects today. The agency uses its own funds to finance its activities, while also 
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raising capital from international donors, including the Japan International Cooperation Agency 
(JICA). For the Kochi metro, AFD collaborated with the corporation owning the metro to 
develop a new technological component for non-motorized transport and helped develop 
transit-oriented development (TOD), bolstering economic activity around the project and 
supporting both the metro and other transportation methods. 
 
Furthermore, the AFD has successfully raised funds from EU initiative called ‘Mobilise Your City’ 
(see chapter 4) to support three Indian cities in becoming Smart Cities. As mentioned, MoUs 
were signed with Chandigarh, Nagpur and Puducherry (the first two were successfully selected 
as SCs, the latter rejected), and workshops were organized to bridge French expertise with the 
cities’ new developments. Sister-cities were established with Lyon and Bordeaux as part of the 
initiative. 
 
AFD’s initial focus on urban transportation will in 2017 begin shifting towards urban 
development in general and a more integrated approach to the Indian market. The agency 
intends to work closely with, among others, the Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs), which are the 
organizational setups that plan, oversee and implement smart city initiatives at either a city or 
state level, focusing mostly on ABD projects, as opposed to Pan-City solutions. Going forward, 
the AFD will focus on three main areas, which are mobility, support on ICT and resilience and 
slum rehabilitation. In collaboration with Indian public authorities and a third party (to be 
identified depending on the project) the approach may take the form of a challenge scheme, 
where cities can compete for financing (from AFD), technical support and advisory through e.g. 
a public-private partnership (PPP), which will be overseen by AFD.  
 
According to AFD’s Delhi representative, working with the SPVs have been a success, as these 
are well-staffed and their projects are run professionally. The main challenge for AFD has been 
managing multi-stakeholder projects, which make up an increasing part of the new integrated 
approach. 
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GERMANY 
 
Germany’s approach to the Indian SC opportunity is based on its competencies in sustainable 
urban mobility, water and wastewater management, renewable energy and energy efficiency (EE). 
The German administration has engaged the Indian market for SC solutions by setting up a 
committee consisting of three German members, two Indian representatives from the MoUD 
and one from the Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation.xi  
 
The Committee was to identify cities for smart city development and an agreement was made 
for Germany to develop Kochi, Bhubaneshwar and Coimbatore as smart cities. The first part of 
the agreement was for Germany to conduct feasibility studies for the three selected cities for 
advising on issues such as housing shortages and energy supply. 
 
 

 
Cities of Bhubaneshwar, Coimbatore and Kochi (Make in India) 

 
 
The German Agency for International Cooperation (the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale 
Zusammenarbeit – GIZ) plays a central role in supporting German stakeholders in India and 
initiating talks with key Indian stakeholders. 
 
Funding for SC projects may be raised from the Smart Cities Mission’s Central and State budgets 
as well as from PPP’s and funds converging with the Central and State governments’ other 
missions. For example, SC development of the city of Bhubaneshwar is set at a cost of 4,537 
INR Crore (USD $69.9 million – see chapter 5.3 for an overview).  Central and State SC budgets 
will cover 20% of this cost while public-private funding will cover some 56%.xii 
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JAPAN 
 
Japan has engaged the Indian SC market through, among other means, a partnership between 
research institutions. The Nikken-Sekkei Research Institute (NSRI) has thus signed an MoU with 
the Indian Institute (IIT) of Kharagpur in early 2016, with the aim to share urban experiences 
between the countries – Japan offering its technological expertise and learning from India’s 
cultural urban complexities.xiii  
The MoU is focused, among other areas, on smart urban transportation, including partnerships 
on technological development for bullet trains and metros. Some existing programs, such as the 
Varanasi-Kyoto program, have been included under the agreement as well. This focuses on the 
recovery of Varanasi’s greenery and creating heritage trails, among other projects.xiv 
 

 
The Delhi-Mumbai Industrial Corridor and the Chennai-Bengaluru Industrial Corridor (Make in India) 

 
 
Furthermore, the Japan Bank for International Corporation (JBIC) has acquired a 26% stake in 
the DMIC Development Corporation (the implementing agency managing the Delhi-Mumbai 
Industrial Corridor),xv and the Japanese government has announced financial support for SC 
projects along the corridor to the extent of USD $4.5bn,xvi which will likely be administered 
through the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA). 
JICA provides assistance not just for the DMIC, but also for the Chennai-Bengaluru Industrial 
Corridor as well as supporting Japan-India academic-industry networks, including working with 
the IIT in various places.xvii 
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NETHERLANDS 
 
The Netherlands first approached the Indian SC market by organizing a Dutch Pavilion in New 
Delhi through the Embassy. This has provided Dutch companies with a platform for connecting 
with Indian actors within sectors such as clean transportation, electric vehicles (EV), smart 
charging solutions and water management, among others. For example, the GoI has partnered 
with several Dutch companies to develop an intelligent transportation system (ITS) for the city 
of Hyderabad. Examples of the technology brought by the Dutch companies include ultra-fast 
charging and the so-called ‘opportunity charging’ for E-buses (where they e.g. can charge for a 
short time, while unloading passengers), as well as smart charge points and charging services for 
electric cars.  
 
 

 
City of Hyderabad (Make in India) 

 
 
Some notable Dutch firms involved in the Indian market include infrastructure firm KABA 
Infratech, transportation firm ARS Software Traffic & Transport Technology and navigation firm 
TomTom. These address the need for development of the infrastructure required, before the 
Netherlands can leverage its EV technology in India. Dutch pension funds, worth some USD 
$1.67 trillion in total, are looking for SC business opportunities in India, yet it is unclear how 
much will be dedicated.xviii 
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SINGAPORE 
 
Singapore’s efforts in the Indian SC market are focused on infrastructure, green spaces, buildings, 
smart grids and smart waste management, with a clear emphasis on providing integrated 
solutions rather than standalone retrofits to existing infrastructure. The Singaporean state has 
signed an MoU with the Southern Indian State of Andhra Pradesh to build a new capital city, 
Amaravathi, as a Smart City. A third Master plan, designed by Surbana Jurong, a government-
owned consultancy, was submitted to the State government in July 2015, and Singaporean 
corporations such as Sembcorp and Ascendas-Singbridge, both township developers, are actively 
bidding for projects under the partnership agreement. Infrastructure projects in the capital city 
within the MoU may cost up to USD $15.4bnxix and may be funded partly by the Indian SCM 
Central and State budgets as well as through the participating companies. 
 
 

 
The new capital city of Amaravathi, on the banks of the Krishna River (Make in India) 

 
 
Singapore has a strong presence in India through the IE Singapore (International Enterprise), a 
government agency promoting international trade and cooperation, with local centres in 
locations such as Chennai and Mumbai. IE Singapore often works on a project basis or through 
‘loose consortiums’ (i.e. semi-official consortiums of actors collaborating), as a route to 
enhancing Singapore’s presence in India, having activated more than 40 Singaporean companies 
in India thus far. These may also engage Indian State and City governments to do pilot projects 
and offer proof-of-concept for new projects, which may later be scaled to pan-city 
implementation.xx 
 
In March 2017, the latest Indo-Singaporean collaboration was established, when IE Singapore 
signed an MoU with the Pune Municipal Corporation, to identify projects and help Singaporean 
firms dealing in sustainable urban solutions access new opportunities. In recent years, Pune has 
emerged a hub for IT, infrastructure and automotive industries, and its massive growth rates has 
spurred demand for smart city solutions in the city of more than 3 million people. Both IE 
Singapore and Pune Municipal Corporation will work to promote public-private collaboration 
between private Singaporean firms and relevant organizations from India and other countries.xxi 
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SWEDEN 
 
Sweden has established the ‘Sweden India Smart Cities Platform’ to promote Swedish SC 
expertise in India. The platform serves as a vehicle for cooperation and development of SC 
solutions that are applicable in the Indian market. The main sectors in focus are urban mobility, 
connectivity and communication, energy, safety and security and waste and air management 
 
The platform is spearheaded by Business Sweden in India and works in close cooperation with 
Swedish companies that are active in the Indian market. For example, Scania, a manufacturer of 
heavy trucks, launched in 2014 India’s first ethanol-run bus in Nagpur and has since worked with 
Nagpur Municipality to develop a citywide fleet of green vehicles. Axis Communications, a 
provider of network video technology, has implemented a smart video solutions system in 
collaboration with the Nanded Waghala Municipal Corporation with the aim to improve safety 
citywide. Other companies include large players such as Ericsson and Volvo and CALE, a parking 
solutions provider.xxii 
 

 
Cities of Nagpur and Nanded-Waghala (Make in India) 

 
 
Furthermore, diplomatic and economic ties have been strengthening between India and Sweden 
since a State visit by Prime Minister of India, Narendra Modi to Sweden in 2015. One focus of 
the meeting was the continued appraisal of- and commitment to programs such as the Make in 
India initiative and the 100 Smart Cities Mission. Similarly, renewed commitments were made to 
a range of existing ties between Sweden and India, including MoUs for collaboration on the 
environment and health, as well as initiatives for cultural exchange such as the Namaste 
Stockholm festival. Joint working groups and action plans have been developed under the signed 
MoUs to accelerate cooperation.xxiii 
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UNITED KINGDOM 
 
The UK has signed an MoU with the GoI through the UK Department of Energy & Climate 
Change, declaring in a joint statement their intent to strengthen energy cooperation between 
the two countries. The MoU was signed just prior to the Paris Agreement in 2015. They will 
collaborate within the areas of energy efficiency, offshore wind, solar power, smart grids, energy 
storage and off-grid renewable energy services.xxiv Specifically, the UK and a host of private firms 
are collaborating with India for developing the Bengaluru-Mumbai Economic Corridor project, 
with the former UK Trade and Investment (UKTI) as the nodal agency on the British sidexxv - 
today called the Department for International Trade.  
 
 

 
BMEC and Newtown, Kolkata (Make in India) 

 
 
The two nations have agreed a package of clean energy investments worth more than USD 4.1bn 
as part of the Indian SCM.xxvi The investment agreement includes a new USD $12.5m joint 
research collaboration into new clean technologies, as well as a USD $2.5bn investment by the 
British firm Lightsource Renewable Energy, to install and manage 3GW of solar power 
infrastructure in India over the next five years. Included in the bilateral agreement is a five-year 
partnership to use UK technological expertise to develop three smart cities in India, and a joint 
venture to invest USD $249m in renewable energy and energy efficiency projects in India. 
 
Another example of UK-India collaboration is the organization Future Cities Catapult, an urban 
innovation non-profit, advising Newtown, Kolkata, on how to develop the city. This initiative 
was funded by the UK Foreign & Commonwealth Office’s (FCO) Prosperity Fund,xxvii today the 
‘Cross-Government Prosperity Fund Programme’. The new Fund continues to oversee 
prosperity and development projects in partner countries (including India) and funds worth USD 
1.7bn from 2016 to 2021.xxviii 
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USA 
 
The United States is offering its technology and expertise in manufacturing and services in 
support of India’s development. Through its Trade and Development Agency (USTDA), the US 
has signed memoranda of understanding with the Indian States of Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh and 
Uttar Pradesh. The MoUs involve US private sector firms, providing the opportunity to engage 
cities such as Ajmer, Vishakhapatnam and Allahabad. For example, the USTDA provided 
technical support for Ajmer’s successful bid to be selected as a smart city. 
 
 

 
Cities of Ajmer, Allahabad and Visakhapatnam (Make in India) 

 
 
The US’ approach to initiating the dialogue was to facilitate (in December 2016) an interactive 
workshop that brought together more than 150 Indian business executives, federal, state and 
municipal officials and US Government officials, to identify best practices for financing SCs and 
apply integrated transportation, energy and communications solutions. The workshop included, 
among others, Indian Government representatives, the US-India CEO Forum, the US-India 
Business Council, the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and the US Department of 
Commerce. 
Additionally, the US has initiated ‘reverse’ trade missions, sending Indian leaders of smart city 
projects to the US to learn about technology, manufacturing and services that can support India’s 
development. 
 
In 2016, the USTDA partnered with a consortium of companies, led by AECOM, a multinational 
engineering firm, and including the likes of IBM and KPMG to sponsor SC master planning for 
the City of Vishakhapatnam – the result of hosting a delegation from the State of Andhra 
Pradesh.xxix 
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2.1 COUNTRIES SUMMARY 
 
The above research on various countries’ approaches are summarized in figure 2.1 below to 
provide a practical overview. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 – Summary of Countries’ Approaches 
  

 APPROACH 
KEY 

STAKEHOLDERS 
SECTORS $ 

CHINA 
Company-to-State 

MoU 

Chinese 
administration, City 

of Shenzhen, 
ZTEsoft, Huawei 

Technologies 

ICT, 
infrastructure & 
transportation, 

waste 
management, e-

governance 

Chinese 
government 

allocating USD 
$100bn, ZTEsoft 

investing USD 
$78m 

FRANCE 

Company-to-
company MoU, 
infrastructure 
investment-

approach (AFD) 

AFD, EPI, French 
Embassy, Alstom, 

EDF Energies, 
Lumiplan etc. 

Mobility, ICT, 
Resilience & 

Slum 
Rehabilitation 
(previously 

infrastructure 
investments) 

French 
government 

providing USD 
$2.25bn line of 

credit, AFD 
investing own 

funds, 
international 
donors, EU 
programs 

GERMANY 

Government-
government 

dialogue, 
establishment of 
joint committee 

German Ministry for 
Environment, GIZ, 

Indian Urban 
Development 

Ministry and Ministry 
for Housing & Urban 
Poverty Alleviation 

Urban mobility, 
water & 

wastewater 
management, RE 

and EE  

n/a 

JAPAN 

MoU between 
research 

institutions, 
investment in 

Industrial 
Corridors 

NSRI, IIT Kharagpur, 
JICA, JBIC 

Smart 
transportation, 

cultural 
development, 
green spaces 

Japan Gvt. USD 
$4.5bn (through 

JICA), Japan 
Bank for 

International 
Cooperation 

(JBIC) 

NL 
Public-private 

delegation, 
exhibition 

KABA Infratech, ARS 
Software, TomTom 

Transportation, 
EV 

Financing for SC 
projects may 
come from 

pension funds 
worth USD 
$1.67 trillion 

SINGAPORE 

Government-to-
State and City 

MoU, local 
centers, Master-
planning, pilot 

projects and proof 
of concept 

IE Singapore, 
Ascendas-Singbridge, 

Sembcorp 
Development, 

Surbana Jurong, Pune 
Municipal Corp. 

Urban master 
planning, 

infrastructure, 
green spaces, 

waste 
management etc. 

USD $15.4bn 
funded through 
SMC Central & 
State budgets 
and Singapore 

firms 

SWEDEN 
Local presence - 
establishment of 

Business Sweden, 
Swedish Chamber of 

Urban mobility, 
connectivity & 

n/a 
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SC platform, high-
level government 

engagement 

Commerce, Swedish 
Foreign Ministry, 
Scania, Nanded 
Waghala MC. 

Ericsson, Volvo, 
CALE 

communication, 
energy, safety & 
security, waste & 
air management 

UK 
Government-to-
government MoU 

Future Cities 
Catapult, Lightsource 
Renewable Energy, 
UK Dept. of Energy 
& Climate Change, 

Dept. for 
International Trade 

Clean energy, 
solar power, SC 

development  

USD $4.1bn 
package, FCO 

Prosperity Fund 
of GBP 1.3bn 

USA 

Government-to-
State MoU, 
interactive 

workshops for 
cooperation 

USTDA, US 
Department of 
Commerce, CII, 

AECOM, IBM, KPMG 
and more 

Financing, 
Master Planning, 

technology, 
manufacturing & 

services 

n/a 
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3. APPROACHES – BY COMPANY & 
TECHNOLOGY 
 
 
In addition to understanding international approaches to India’s Smart City market from a 
country perspective, certain global companies play a significant role in the SC market. Hence, 
this chapter touches briefly on some key industry players, such as Cisco and Philips, and how 
these have addressed the Indian SCM. 
 
 
 
NASSCOM 
 
The National Association of Software and Services, the Indian trade association for ICT, opened 
a dialogue with the Ministry of Urban Development to help understand how ICT can support 
the SCM. NASSCOM hosted a consultation workshop with a secretary of the MoUD and his 
team of officers and was later requested to develop the reference model on the architecture 
framework for Technology, GIS (Geographic Information System) and Safe City for the 100 
SCM.  
 
NASSCOM has partnered with Accenture for developing the architecture framework for 
Technology, with the Association of Geo-spatial Industries (AGI) for GIS and with Orkash for 
the Safe City initiative.xxx While NASSCOM is evidently not an international player, it is still 
pertinent to include its approach of hosting a consultation workshop and subsequently 
partnering with private firms, in order to first understand and shape the demand before meeting 
it through corporate partnerships. 
 
 
 
CISCO 
 
Cisco, in conjunction with State governments and its partners are actively working to digitally 
transform 14 Indian cities, including Nagpur. The American multinational technology 
conglomerate plans to up it to 100 cities in the next five years, in line with the Indian 
government’s Digital India Program.xxxi 
 
Furthermore, Cisco has announced the launch of a Global Center of Excellence in Jaipur, India, 
in partnership with Genpact Ltd., a global business process management and services 
corporation. The partnership is part of the larger Lighthouse City project – a global initiative to 
deploy next-generation cloud-based technology in cities.xxxii 
 
 
 
PHILIPS 
 
The Dutch consumer and healthcare electronics giant Philips is prioritizing India’s lighting market. 
Two key partnerships have been made – one with Cisco and one with SAP. The Cisco 
partnership will optimize energy savings and building efficiencies, while the SAP partnership will 
manage real-time information from Philips-connected intelligent streetlights. Both partnerships 
will impact India directly, as the GoI plans to replace all conventional lightbulbs with LEDs, and 
intelligent city lighting is expected to be a key part of the 100 SCM.xxxiii 
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JLL  
 
Jones Lang Lasalle (JLL), a global strategic property developer and consulting firm is engaged in 
the urban development industries in India. Among other things, JLL have advocated government-
to-government partnerships between India and countries such as Singapore, China and France, 
through a consortium-approach, and the consulting firm played a key part in the Chennai – 
Singapore tie-up, working through IE Singapore, a government agency.xxxiv 
 
 
JLL Consulting – Urban Development in India 
 
Furthermore, an interview with JLL’s Head of Operations in India has provided insights into how 
the consultancy is engaging with the urban agenda, including both the AMRUT program and the 
100 SCM and more. JLL was among 38 consultancies initially invited by the MoUD to advise on 
how to tender SC opportunities and was eventually selected among 5 others. 
 
Leveraging its experience and network from the real estate sector, JLL’s approach is thus to 
support the Indian local, state and union governments in fostering sustainable urban 
development. Through offices in Chennai, Mumbai and Delhi, among others, JLL provides 
consultancy for the urban local bodies (ULB), municipal corporations, municipalities and local 
governments under the ‘Panchayati Raj’ system, which is a three-tiered system for local 
governance in India.  
Specifically, JLL has advised a handful of cities in being selected as a Smart City under the Mission, 
helping for example Bhubaneshwar rank first in round one of the Smart City challenge and 
currently advising Puducherry, which competes in round three. JLL accredited its focus on citizen 
engagement as critical in securing winning proposals, arguing that neither technology nor 
planning are the challenges for India. Rather, securing citizen engagement and adoption of 
technology and building long-term capacity in governments large and small must be addressed if 
sustainable urban development is to be achieved. 
 
The next stage for JLL in India is to build on its initial engagement and set up a project 
management unit and appoint project management consultants for this. Indian cities are still a 
long way off from implementing SC projects, and JLL sees a clear long-term opportunity for 
urban development in India, well beyond the 5-year scope of the 100 SCM. A second focus going 
forward is to help the urban local bodies (which are in the end corporations) find new ways to 
generate revenues to run their SC projects, which have so far resorted to advertising. 
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4. APPROACHES – BY INSTITUTIONS & 
NGOs 
 
 

4.1 INSTITUTIONS 
 
European Union 
 
The European Union has responded to India’s ambitious urbanization efforts (such as the 100 
SCM and AMRUT) with a range of initiatives in the EU, in India and between the two. For 
example, the EU-Mumbai Partnership addresses innovative solutions that megacities (counting 
24 million people in the last census) face. This on-going partnership is to be scaled to a state and 
national level with the establishment of an ‘India-EU Urbanisation Partnership’.  
 
A Metropolitan Lab, supported by the EU and coordinated by EU experts, hosted a weeklong 
workshop on Maharashtra’s Sustainable Urbanisation to create new ideas and projects for 
sustainable urbanization. This model shows potential for replication across India. 
 
The EU’s World Cities Program has brought experts from Mumbai, Chandigarh, Pune and Navi 
Mumbai to Stuttgart, Lazio and Copenhagen to examine sustainability projects. Likewise, 
Bangalore, Bhubaneshwar, Chennai, Jamshedpur and Mumbai are all drawing on European 
experience when addressing their cleantech and energy efficiency needs, under the Clean 
Technologies and Energy Efficiency for Ecocities project, which is funded by the EU and 
implemented by the International Finance Corporation (IFC).xxxv 
 
Furthermore, the European Commission supports a project called ‘Mobilise Your City’ (MYC), 
which was initiated in the wake of COP21 in Paris in 2015. MYC is an open, international 
partnership, created by the governments of France and Germany that supports national and local 
governments in developing countries in their planning of sustainable urban mobility to develop 
more inclusive, livable and economically efficient cities.xxxvi The MYC project has financed, among 
others, the French Development Agency in its efforts to support Indian smart cities.  
 
 
 
UN Habitat 
 
UN Habitat, the United Nation’s agency for sustainable urbanization, has declared its 
commitment to help India implement its plans for sustainable urban development. The UN 
Habitat has put emphasis on prioritizing three key elements while planning urbanization, namely 
urban design, urban legislation and municipal finance. Additionally, through high-level discussions 
with India’s political leadership, the UN Habitat has offered its support in building capacity and 
sharing expertise for empowering local authorities to carry out their respective responsibilities 
and meet the needs of the citizens.xxxvii 
 
 
 
Asian Development Bank 
 
In September 2016, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) approved USD $631m in loans and 
grants to fund India’s first coastal industrial corridor along the Eastern coast. This will fund the 
first 800 kilometers, between Chennai and Visakhapatnam, of a planned 2,500-kilometer East 
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Coast Economic Corridor that will boost development and economic activity between cities, as 
well as integrate Eastern India with other parts of South and Southeast Asia. Thus, the 
Visakhapatnam-Chennai Industrial Corridor connects four economic hubs and nine industrial 
clusters, being the first IC developed along India’s coasts. The ADB’s South Asia Department 
expects the corridor to become a favored investment destination, by combining sound business 
policies with a skilled workforce and state-of-the-art industrial clusters, efficient transport and 
reliable water and power supplies.  
 
Specifically, ADB’s loans and grants will encompass the following sub-components: 
 

§ A $500m two-tranche facility to build key infrastructure 
§ A $125m two-tranche loan to support industrial policies and business promotion 
§ A $5m grant from the multi-donor Urban Climate Change Resilience Trust Fund, which 

is managed by the ADB to build climate change resilient infrastructure 
§ $1m in technical assistance for the Andhra Pradesh local government to manage the 

corridor 
§ $215m in additional funding from the GoI for the whole project 

 
The planned infrastructure will be built in the four main centers along the corridor – 
Visakhapatnam, Kakinada, Yerpedu-Srikalahasti and Chennai – and includes the construction of 
state highways and roads, water treatments plants, drinking water pipes, storm drains, power 
substations and power transmission and distribution lines, across hundreds of kilometers. 
Additionally, ADB’s program for India includes a dedication to increasing the number of women’s 
participation in the industrial workforce, while skills training for some 25,000 workers in general, 
entrepreneurs and students, as well as an investor promotion plan will all help develop 
businesses along the corridor.xxxviii 
 
 
 
World Bank 
 
The World Bank’s Global Environment Facility (GEF) signed in May 2016 a USD $9.2m grant 
agreement with the Government of India for the ‘Efficient and Sustainable City Bus Service 
Project’. The project aims to ‘improve the efficiency and attractiveness of bus services’ in select 
Indian cities, by demonstrating low cost-high impact initiatives in efficient bus operations and 
modernizing city bus services through modern depots for improving the maintenance of buses. 
Additionally, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) will be introduced for better management 
of operations and overall planning. 
 
The various initiatives will be implemented in select demonstration cities, including Mira 
Bhayandar in Maharashtra, Chandigarh, Jaipur and Bhopal. Under the grant agreement, the 
World Bank’s approach is to create a capacity building program that involves training programs 
and knowledge-sharing events of best-practices among public and private stakeholders. Focus 
areas for the program include targeting city-level modernization, intelligent transportation 
systems, management information systems, business planning and fuel efficiency, among 
others.xxxix 
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4.2 NGOs 
 
C40 Cities Network 
 
The C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group (or simply C40) has advised Newtown Kolkata, which 
is a member city in the C40 network, in its successful application to become a Smart City under 
the 100 SCM. C40 has leveraged its global network of city knowledge to adapt successful 
examples from other cities into ‘convertible and implementable projects’ for an Indian context. 
 
Under continued collaboration with C40, Newtown Kolkata will spend the funding on a series 
of projects aimed at improving livability and the economic potential, tackling in the process 
greenhouse gas emissions and other climate change challenges. These include integrated solid 
waste management systems, a single-window system for citizen engagement with all official City-
related affairs and dedicated bicycle lanes and pedestrian-priority projects, among many other.xl 
 
 
 
Bloomberg Philanthropies 
 
In 2015 Bloomberg Philanthropies became the official knowledge partner in designing the ‘Indian 
Smart Cities Challenge’ in collaboration with the Indian MoUD, which marked the first time the 
Indian government used a competitive framework for advancing major urban developments. 
Following the design of the competition, Bloomberg Philanthropies supported the competing 
cities in developing their proposals, with a particular focus on fostering citizen engagement. In 
January 2016, the MoUD announced 20 winning cities (of 98 competing) from the first round.xli  
 
(In February 2017, 27 additional cities emerged winners from the second round, which can be 
found following the end note).xlii 
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5. SUMMARY & KEY FINDINGS 
 
This chapter synthesizes the findings of the investigation. First, certain general findings and 
conclusions regarding Smart City opportunities in India are briefly addressed. Second, the 
identified international approaches are summarized and briefly elaborated upon, by describing 
their specific characteristics, purposes and what stakeholders are typically involved for each. 
 
 
 

5.1 GENERAL FINDINGS  
 
The scope of this report was to map the international approaches adopted by other countries 
to address the 100 Smart Cities Mission of the Indian Government. However, it has been 
necessary to contemplate the market for Smart City solutions and technology in India from a 
much broader perspective. The first conclusion of the report is thus, that the 100 SCM is simply 
one initiative among many, driving international interest in India. For example, the industrial 
corridors have been included to frame the 100 SCM in a greater context of sustainable urban 
development, as a part of the effort to ‘make in India’, as international interest in development 
in India is not exclusive to the GoI’s 100 SCM. 
 
Furthermore, the research has found that area-based development (ABD) constitute the 
majority of SC projects under the mission. The GoI’s budget allocation for ABD and Pan-City 
initiatives reflects this, with the former receiving 80.2% of the funding.xliii From a technology 
perspective, most international stakeholders will likely focus their efforts on developing pilot 
projects and similar test demonstrations at a small scale. Even large multinationals, such as Cisco 
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and Philips, who offer Smart City technology and expertise intended for pan-city deployment 
may initiate Indian city collaboration at a pilot project basis, before implementing citywide. 
 
Finally, there are certain recurrent industries of interest to the international community, based 
on the findings in this report. In particular, infrastructure, mobility and intelligent transport 
solutions are subject to international interest, investment and collaboration (see Figure 2.1 for 
overview). The identified main sectors are in full: 
 

§ Mobility & transportation 
§ Infrastructure 
§ ICT & Smart City 
§ Waste & recycling 
§ Water & sewage 
§ Urban planning & livability 
§ Green spaces 
§ Clean energy & efficiency 

 
 
 

5.2 FINDINGS ON APPROACHES 
 
The report has found a variety of different international responses and approaches to SC 
opportunities in India. These span both public and private collaboration across the sectors listed 
above and more. Some are short-sighted export promotions and some are long-term 
investments that require on-going commitment and local presence. Given the complex nature 
of these many different official partnerships and ‘loose’ collaborations, it has been necessary to 
categorize the findings into certain main themes that adequately capture the nature of the 
identified approaches. 
 
Thus, 6 main approaches are introduced in the following, which are summative of the findings of 
the report.   
 
 
 
#1 GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT 
 
This approach is typically made up of public actors and high-level government representatives. 
High-level engagement between governments is often secured by signing a Memorandum of 
Understand (MoU) between e.g. two national governments, or between Indian City or State 
governments and their international peers. For example, a trade and development agency (from 
e.g. the UK or France) may sign an MoU with the MoUD or a local body at a state level, to 
facilitate the transfer of knowledge and technology under terms of agreement. Private 
collaboration and export promotion are not considered part of this approach, yet the signing of 
an MoU may very often be intended specifically to pave the way for private sector collaboration. 
Key elements of government engagement typically include: 

§ Government-to-government MoU 
§ Government-to-State MoU 
§ Establishing committees for identifying collaboration 
§ Expos & showcase at industry fairs 
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#2 KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE & CONSULTATION 
 
This approach concerns basically the entire spectrum of stakeholders included in this report. 
However, while knowledge exchange may arguably be a prerequisite for any type of 
collaboration, some findings have justified the label of the second approach. For example, actors, 
such as C40 or private firms such as Cisco, can leverage networks, knowledge, technology and 
other resources to provide valuable information for SC decision-makers and shape demand to 
their advantage in the process. Key elements of the knowledge exchange approach typically 
include: 

§ Hosting consultation workshops with Indian stakeholders 
§ Capacity building and training programs 
§ Inviting ‘reverse’ trade missions from India 

 
 
 
#3 INVESTMENT & FINANCING 
 
This approach is per default very specific in its scope, financing activities or specific SC projects 
in India with a clear focus on ROI. However, an investment-approach may prove a useful gateway 
to improved market understanding and new connections for future collaborations (as in the case 
of the AFD). Key elements of the investment and financing approach typically include: 

§ Investing in Industrial Corridors’ managing corporations 
§ Financing metros and other infrastructure projects 
§ Loans and grants agreements  
§ Competitions for funding and grants 

 
 
 
#4 TECHNOLOGY & CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS 
 
This approach for engaging the Indian SC market is centered around the development and 
deployment of innovative SC technologies and typically includes technology-enabled firms with 
considerable resources, such as Philips or TomTom navigation. These can engage in 
collaboration with either the National, State or City governments to develop and apply their 
products in a SC context, or they can combine expertise with other private actors for new 
innovative solutions. As mentioned under part 5.1, this approach will likely be initiated at a pilot 
project level, as an ABD project, before being implemented city-wide or at a state level. Key 
elements of the technology and corporate partnerships approach typically include: 

§ Company-to-government partnerships 
§ Company-to-company partnerships 
§ Innovation partnerships 
§ Establishing of innovation hubs 

 
 
 
#5 INTEGRATED APPROACH & CONSORTIA 
 
This approach differs from the rest in that it may integrate a mix of- or the first four approaches. 
A consortium of several stakeholders will be required to engage at a high level, sign MoUs, 
consult relevant project partners, finance projects or apply for funding and finally transferring 
technology for a given SC project. For example, Singaporean success in India eventually comes 
down to a focused multi-stakeholder engagement, that involve both large state-owned 
developers and dozens of private companies. By initiating dialogue and shaping the direction of 
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SC projects through advisory and master planning etc., a consortium-based approach may 
strategically position private suppliers for new opportunities. 
The US is another example of adopting an integrated approach. By hosting ‘reverse’ trade 
missions of key Indian delegates, a consortium of American stakeholders, including the USTDA, 
Dept. of Commerce and joint business forums, knowledge exchange on manufacturing and 
services was secured to subsequently pave the way for a consortium of American companies. 
Key elements of the integrated approach typically include: 

§ Engaging in multi-stakeholder dialogue 
§ Signing cooperation agreements (MoUs) at a high-level 
§ Shaping demand in favor of own expertise 
§ Supplying knowledge and solutions through (often private) partners 
§ Implementing and monitoring projects 

 
 
 
#6 LOCAL PRESENCE 
 
Finally, establishing a permanent, local presence in the market may be considered. While setting 
up a local presence is evidently resource-heavy, there are considerable synergies to be achieved 
by working this way. This approach allows for instant and in-depth understanding of market 
developments and updates and building stronger relations with key stakeholders. Both IE 
Singapore, the French AFD and the USTDA (all government agencies) operate this way. Most 
countries and many large corporations will already have an official presence in India. This 
presence may be leveraged and boosted by engaging in strategic partnerships specifically aimed 
at addressing the Indian Smart City opportunities. Key elements of this approach thus include: 

§ Working through a local office or regional representative center 
§ Establishing innovation centers (such as ‘Centers of Excellence’) 
§ Secure market understanding and stakeholder relations through local presence 
§ Leverage local networks for strategic partnerships on SC opportunities 

 
 
 

5.3 FUNDING & OTHER REMARKS 
 
On a final note, it may be argued that there is a gradual progression from approaches #1 to #6 
in terms of how deep the engagement is. From ‘lofty’ declarations of partnership to focused 
investment, knowledge exchange and SC project implementation, the approaches identified in 
this report cover basically all possible aspects of engaging the Indian SC market. 
 
Interestingly, little has been found on initiatives aimed at improving citizen engagement as a part 
of developing SC projects. Bloomberg Philanthropies and Future Cities Catapult are two 
examples of organizations, that have focused on citizen engagement as a key component of SC 
development, and JLL considered it key to their SC advisory for Indian cities (see chapter 3). 
However, besides these, the topic has been virtually non-existent throughout the investigation, 
suggesting that a) there is an opportunity to work in this field in India and b) that non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) may be required to act, as the international approaches 
have proven to be exclusively driven by commercial interest. 
 
Little has been found regarding the tendering process for SC development in India. Interviewees 
were asked directly how they worked with official tenders or advised private companies in this 
matter, and only JLL has been involved in this process, advising the MoUD on tendering projects 
and advising cities on how to address these. 
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In terms of funding, the Indian Smart City challenge each year reviews cities’ proposals to 
become selected as a smart city. Winning proposals receive funding from the GoI’s Ministry of 
Urban Development, which will be matched by the cities’ respective State governments 1:1.xliv 
An example of SC funding for Bhubaneshwar is provided below, and specific information on 
financing for the 100 SCM can be found following the ‘Smart Cities Network’ link in chapter 6.  
 
 
Figure 5.1 – Example of Smart City Financing 
 

 
 
 
 
 
As previously mentioned, the GoI’s allocated funds fall far short of fulfilling the necessary 
financing needs for the ambitious 100 SCM. For this reason, international stakeholders to the 
Indian SC opportunity have looked elsewhere for funding. Aside from raising funds from the 
SCM budgets, the most recurrent funding methods identified are: 
 

§ National governments financing through: 
o Funds from development agencies 

§ Fundraising from international donors (such as ADB, JICA etc.) 
§ Pension funds & others 
§ Private investment 
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6. FURTHER READING 
 
 
Useful resources & further reading 
 

§ Smart Cities Mission, Ministry of Urban Development 
http://smartcities.gov.in/content/  

 
§ India’s Industrial Corridors 

http://www.makeinindia.com/live-projects-industrial-corridor  
 

§ Make in India – Smart Cities 
http://www.makeinindia.com/article/-/v/internet-of-things  
 

§ Smart Cities Network 
https://smartnet.niua.org/smart-cities-network  

 
§ National Institute for Urban Affairs 

http://niua.org  
 

§ The Safe City Initiative 
http://safecity.in  

 
§ Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT) 

http://amrut.gov.in  
 

§ Swachh Bharat Mission 
http://sbm.gov.in/sbm/Default.aspx  

 
§ Digital India 

http://www.digitalindia.gov.in  
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7. END NOTES 
 

i http://www.makeinindia.com/article/-/v/internet-of-things 
ii Ibid 
iii https://www.iesingapore.gov.sg/Media-Centre/News/2016/7/Knocking-on-India-s-Smart-Cities-door  
iv http://www.rcrwireless.com/20150531/internet-of-things/ztesoft-bringing-smart-cities-to-india 
v http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/national/shenzhen-govt-commits-200-mn-for-ztesofts-
smart-city-projects-in-gujarat/article7929997.ece 
vi http://www.in.techradar.com/news/Smart-Cities-Initiative-Huawei-to-help-India-build-ICT-
infrastructure/articleshow/49766339.cms  
vii https://in.ambafrance.org/9-French-companies-sign-MoU-with-EPI#LUMIPLAN  
viii http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/france-will-partner-india-to-build-three-
smart-cities-116012500034_1.html  
ix http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/infrastructure/france-pledges-over-2-billion-
euros-for-smart-cities-project-in-india/articleshow/49657310.cms  
x https://smartnet.niua.org/smart-cities-network  
xi http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/infrastructure/germany-to-develop-kochi-
coimbatore-bhubaneswar-as-smart-cities/articleshow/51295816.cms  
xii https://smartnet.niua.org/smart-cities-network  
xiii http://www.smartcitiesprojects.com/japan-ready-to-share-its-technology-for-indias-smart-
cities/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+smartcitiesprojects%2F
tNKL+%28Smart+City+Projects+In+India%29 
xivhttp://www.thehindu.com/news/national/IIT-Kharagpur-Japanese-experts-to-work-on-smart-
cities/article13975152.ece  
xv http://www.jbic.go.jp/en/information/press/press-2012/0329-7403  
xvi http://www.makeinindia.com/live-projects-industrial-corridor 
xvii https://www.jica.go.jp/india/english/index.html  
xviii http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/foreign-trade/netherlands-keen-to-invest-in-
india-says-dutch-pm-mark-rutte/articleshow/47558098.cms 
xix http://www.opengovasia.com/articles/6663-singapore-to-help-india-build-first-smart-city 
xx https://www.iesingapore.gov.sg/Media-Centre/News/2016/7/Knocking-on-India-s-Smart-Cities-door  
xxihttps://www.iesingapore.gov.sg/Venture-Overseas/Browse-By-Market/Asia-
Pacific/India/News/mc/Media-Releases/2017/3/IE-Singapore-partners-Pune-to-help-Singapore-urban-
solutions-providers-participate-in-Indias-Smart-Cities-Mission  
xxiihttp://www.swedishchamber.in/sites/default/files/editorfiles/Sweden%20India%20Smart%20Cities%20Pla
tform%20brochure.pdf  
xxiii http://mea.gov.in/bilateral-
documents.htm?dtl/26357/India+Sweden+Joint+Statement+during+the+visit+of+Prime+Minister+of+Sw
eden+to+India+New+Momentum+Higher+Ambition++February+13+2016  
xxiv https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-india-joint-statement-on-energy-and-climate-change 
xxv http://www.makeinindia.com/live-projects-industrial-corridor  
xxvi https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/476689/India-
UK_Joint_Statement_on_energy_and_climate_change.pdf 
xxvii http://futurecities.catapult.org.uk/2016/01/19/blog-india-means-business/  
xxviii https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cross-government-prosperity-fund-programme  
xxix https://www.ustda.gov/news/press-releases/2016/ustda-deepens-us-partnership-smart-cities-india 
xxx http://www.nasscom.in/100-smart-cities-program 
xxxi http://www.smartcitiesprojects.com/cisco-ready-to-digitally-transform-14-cities-in-india/ 
xxxii http://www.investopedia.com/news/cisco-expands-smart-city-initiative-india/ 
xxxiii http://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ians/philips-partners-cisco-sap-for-smart-lighting-in-
cities-offices-115120901058_1.html 
xxxiv JLL report (2017), ‘Countries & Smart Cities Tie-Up Activities’ 
xxxv https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/670/india-and-eu_en#Urbanisation  
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xxxvi http://mobiliseyourcity.net 
xxxvii https://unhabitat.org/un-habitat-ready-to-support-indias-urban-agenda-clos/  
xxxviii https://www.adb.org/news/adb-approves-funds-build-india-s-first-coastal-industrial-corridor  
xxxix http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2016/05/31/the-government-india-and-world-bank-
sign-agreement-to-improve-efficiency-and-attractiveness-city-bus-services 
xl http://www.c40.org/press_releases/press-release-c40-congratulates-new-town-kolkata-on-success-in-
the-india-smart-cities-challenge  
xli https://www.bloomberg.org/program/government-innovation/india-smart-cities-mission/ 
xlii http://smartcities.gov.in/upload/582317b28b460WinningCitiesRound2.pdf  
xliii https://smartnet.niua.org/smart-cities-network  
xliv http://smartcities.gov.in/upload/uploadfiles/files/Financing%20of%20Smart%20Cities.pdf  
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